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Abstract— Research in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) based 

design of Integrated Circuits (IC) addresses the issues of power, area 

and time consumption by the components used. These violates the 

speed of operation in DSP processors. To improve the speed, an 

optimized Design is required in such a way that the utilization of 

components are less. The inclusion of Multiplier and Accumulator 

(MAC) unit in the DSP processor Design performs the number of 

operation by using adders. Hence, the reduction in power, area and 

time in full adder is the necessary process in low power applications. 

Modern DSP processors uses the carry chain for optimization in carry 

forwarding path which reduces the delay effectively. The Carry Select 

Adder (CSLA) is the prominent solution to improve the speed of 

parallel operation. But, the result contains more number of carriers. 

Hence, multiplexers are used for selection of required sum output and 

associated carry. This paper optimizes the carry forwarding path by 

replacing the multiplexers with the Boolean function based gate 

construction. Moreover, the employment of carry-skip mechanism 

reduces the number of components required to design a 32-bit ripple 

carry adder. Besides, the application of Microwind- DSCH tool to 

create the layout of corresponding 32 bit adder. The DSCH tool 

visualizes the carry forwarding path and the time required to perform 

the operation effectively. The optimization provided in adder structure 

enhances the operational speed with minimum area occupation and 

power consumption. 

 
Index Terms— AND-OR Inverter (AOI), Carry Select Adder (CSLA), 

Carry Skip Adder (CSKA), Critical Path delay, OR-AND Inverter 

(OAI), Ripple Carry Adder (RCA), Power consumption. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An effective use of available hardware is the ultimate objective of 

various algorithms development. The efficiency of algorithm 

depends on various measures power, area and time consumption. 

The hardware performs the primitive set of Boolean and ALU 

operations based on the algorithm designing. The determinations 

of functions performed on hard logic and soft logic is an 

important process in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

Design. Hardened arithmetic structures are long withstand 

compared to soft structures such hard circuits otherwise called as 

carry logic. The interaction of adders with the LUTs, Flip Flops 

used and the optimal; trade-off between area-power and speed are 

the important issues in the design of multi-bit carry adders. The 

collective interaction between the computational units achieve the 

low error rate and high precision. But, the hardware overhead is 

an important problem in the design of hard or carry adders. The 

evolution of self-checking Ripple Carry Adders (RCA) optimizes 

the hardware overhead considerably.  

 The more number of critical path reduces the speed of 

operation and the gain of transistor depends upon its size. The 

proposal of transistor based adders reduces the time consumption 

by shortening the critical path and size. The RCA contains the 

simple design methods. But, the Carry Propagation Delay (CPD) 

is the major problem in RCA. Hence, to overcome the delay issue 

two strategies are introduced. They are Carry Look-ahead Adder 

(CLA) and Carry Select Adder (CSA). The selection of one out of 

each pair in final sum and carry reduces the CPD effectively. The 

maximum path propagation consumes more delay. Hence various 

strategies such as SQRT-CSLA, CCSLA Binary Excess-1 

Converter (BEC), CSLA Common Boolean Logic (CSLA-CBL) 

solves the delay problem and makes the design as an attractive 

manner.  

 The analytical evaluation of various CSLA strategies extends 

the capability of application of CSLA to binary, decimal adders 

and subtractors. Reversible or information lossless systems are an 

important requirement in low power CMOS applications. The 

direct computation of carry values from adder inputs in carry look 

ahead adder overcome the limitations in RCA strategies. The 

reversible implementation in CLA optimized the number of gates, 

quantum cost and delay. The D-latch based CSLA further reduces 

the power. The scheduling of carry selection before the 

calculation of final sum is different compared to existing carry 

selection approaches. The extension of CSLA to Carry Skip 

Adder (CSKA) to analyze the power and performance of MAC 

designs.  

 The evolution of carry tree adders enhances the operational 

speed with the various bit widths operation 128 and 256 bit. The 

presence of fast carry chain in carry tree adders improves the 

operational speed by minimizing the delay of RCA and carry skip 

adder. The optimization in carry path is the ultimate solution for 

delay. Heat dissipation in the components is one of the constraint 

for CSKP adder design which originates the reversible logic 

implementation. The introduction of reversible logic gate called 

‘Inventive0gate’ synthesizes the adder modules to minimize the 

gate count and outputs. The application of reversible logic 

extends into the construction of quantum computation, nano-

technology low power digital circuits. The design of carry skip 

BCD adder by using the reversible logic to minimize the number 

of gates and outputs. Several reversible based BCD adder 

strategies introduced in research work for low power digital 

circuits. From the study, it is observed that, the reduction of gate 
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count, power consumption and area occupation are the major 

constraints to design the optimal VLSI circuits. This paper 

proposes the modified strategy of CSKA by replacing the 

multiplexers by the Boolean function minimization based logic 

gates which optimizes the critical path delay and improve the 

speed of operation.  

The technical contributions of proposed layout design of 32 bit 

Carry Skip Adders (CSKA) listed as follows: 

 The proposal of optimized strategy in implementation logic in 

RCA reduces the critical path delay. 

 The achievement of reduction of gate count and power 

consumption by proposed CSKA.  

 The extensive visualization of layout framework for 32 bit 

CSKA using Microwind-DSCH tool.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

presents a description about the previous research works which is 

relevant to the optimal adder Designs. Section III involves the 

detailed description about the proposed layout framework for 

optimized 32-bit Carry Skip Adder. Section IV presents the 

comparative analysis between proposed and existing methods on 

network parameters. This paper concludes in Section V. 

2. RELATED WORK 

 This section describes the various related adder Designs and 

the optimization methodologies for the improvement in 

operational speed. High speed and low power digital circuits are 

an attractive research area in DSP processors. Multiply 

Accumulator (MAC) unit is the basic element in low power 

circuits. The working of hardware governed by algorithms 

developed by the user. Gurjar et al constructed the high speed 

adder circuit by using the Hardware Description Language (HDL) 

[1]. The brief analysis about the synthesis and simulation were 

presented and the application of HDL for the design of high speed 

circuits. The hardened adder circuits or carry based adder 

evaluated the performance on various micro-benchmark circuits 

and small designs. Luu et al extended the utilization of hardened 

adder circuits in larger bench mark designs with the carry chain 

mechanism [2]. During larger benchmark circuits implementation, 

the interactions among the analog computational units was made 

to achieve the low error rate and high precision.  Woo et al 

presented how the moderate interactions among the analog units. 

The minimization of error and the achievement of high precision 

provided [3]. But, the optimization in power and delay were 

required. The integration among the components was the 

important requirement for high speed arithmetic blocks. Francis 

et al introduced the bypassing technique and modification in 

adder Design in multiplier to optimize the power and delay. They 

developed different logic style adders for high speed MAC unit 

[4]. The speed of operation dependent on the critical path in 

which the carry ripples through it. For the longest critical path, 

the speed is low. Jain et al presented the area efficient transistor 

based adders that shortened the critical path thereby delay 

minimization was achieved[5]. The evolution of multi-standard 

wireless receivers, portable and mobile devices requires an 

optimized Design for area-delay and power minimization.  

The improvement in performance of DSP processors provided 

by an efficient adder design. Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) was the 

simple design strategy in adder Design. But, the propagation of 

carry consumed more time called Carry Propagation Delay 

(CPD). The evolution of Carry Selection Adders (CSLA) reduced 

the CPD effectively.  Mohanty et al eliminate the redundant logic 

operations of traditional CSLA and formulated the logic by 

scheduling of carry selection process. The introduction of logic 

optimization unit provided in carry selection unit [6] offered the 

less delay and power. But, the gate count was high which 

occupied large space. Sreenivasulu et al used the gate level 

modification scheme to traditional CSLA Design significantly 

reduced the power and area consumption. The modified version 

of CSLA called as Square-Root CSLA (SQRT CSLA) [7]. 

Saranya extended the SQRT CSLA to 8, 16, 32 and 64 bit square 

root operations [8]. But, the extension of CSLA to decimal adder 

was not suitable due to the occurrence of incorrect carry bits. 

Saxena et al introduced the gate-level modification to 

conventional CSLA reduces the delay, power consumption. The 

modifications were tested on several bit wise operations. The 

comparison of modified CSLA [9] with the conventional 

structures also presented.  Dorrigiv et al computed the pairs of 

corrective carry out bits according to decimal operations [10]. The 

selection of corrected pairs by the carry-out bits and the inclusion 

of carry-in bits in addition process achieved the optimal 

consumption in area and delay. The study of data dependency and 

the identification of redundant operations were important in the 

implementation of CSLA.  

Shirisha et al scheduled the carry selection process prior to 

calculation of final sum [11]. The utilization of bit patterns in 

carry words and the fixed Cin bits provided a logic optimization 

in carry selection and generation units. The conventional CSLA 

adder Designs dissipated the maximum power by lose of bits 

information. The raise up of reversible logic in which unique map 

between the input and output vectors achieved. Jamal et al 

presented the reversible implementations on carry look ahead 

adder to overcome the limitations in conventional CSLA by direct 

computation of carry values from adder inputs [12]. A high speed 

and low power consumption are the important factors in the 

design of CSLA. Patnayak et al proposed D latch based CSLA 

which was the extension of traditional CSLA to further reduce the 

power consumption [13]. The scheduling of carry selection before 

the calculation of final sum reduced the power consumption. 

Reversibility prevented the energy dissipation and bit error by the 

introduction of fault tolerant mechanism. Mitra et al presented the 

detailed design of Reversible Fault Tolerant-Full Adder (RFT-

FA) [14] with the minimum quantum cost. The merging of 

minimization of gates and garbage outputs in RFT based Carry 

Look-ahead Adders (CLA) provided. The creation of area 

efficient and low power high speed MAC unit comprised Carry 

Skip Adders (CSKA). Hence, the research works turn to CSKA 

Design and the optimization in CSKA. Kalaiselvi et al further 

reduced the power consumption and improved the operational 

speed [15]. The comparison of power consumption and 

performance analysis between the proposed and existing methods 

conveyed the suitability of CSKA in future MAC designs.  
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Bhagyalakshmi et al extended the applicability of reversible 

logic to the Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) [16] to optimize the 

quantum computational cost. The computational structures 

introduced the high loss of information if the large bit sizes were 

introduced. Ali et al developed the new reversible logic gates 

called FHNG gate [17] which reduced the loss of information for 

large size bit operations. Rajmohan et al improved the design 

parameters gate count, area and power by the integration of 

reversible mechanism with the CSKA [18]. The raise of some 

problems during the integration of DSP processors with the 

quantum computers. Shukla et al designed the low power 

arithmetic and data path units by using the reversible logic 

implementation in Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA) [19]. The 

investigation about the delay performance with the evolution of 

carry tree adders was an important research area. Cury et al 

discussed the design of fastest type adders by the application of 

carry chain in traditional RCA [20] and support the minimum 

delay performance for various bit sizes ranging from 128 to 256 

bit. The heat dissipation by the components was more. Hence, 

Misra et al introduced the reversible logic gate called 

Inventive0gate [21] which was an efficient and optimized design 

Design in order to reduce the gate count. Thereby, the 

minimization of heat dissipation achieved. But, this paper 

modifies the traditional structure of CSKA by replacing the 

multiplexers by the Boolean function based gate minimization 

further reduces the gate count, area and power consumption. 

Moreover, the design of 32-bit CSKA structure by the Microwind 

DSCH tool investigated.      

3. OPTIMAL 32-BIT CARRY SKIP ADDER 

VISUALIZATION 

This section presents the visualization of optimal 32 bit Carry 

Skip Adder (CSKA) by replacement of multiplexers in 

Microwind-DSCH environment. The minimization of critical path 

delay provided by using Boolean function gate minimization. The 

Design for proposed optimal 32-bit adder Design is shown in fig. 

1.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Design of proposed optimal 32-bit adder

 

The Design of proposed work comprises basic half adders and 

full adders, sequence of 32-bit Carry Skip Adder (CSKA) in 

DSCH2 environment. The proposed CSKA Design is similar to 

conventional CSKA with the difference introduced in incremental 

block where the multiplexers are replaced by the Boolean 

function based gate minimization. The proposed CSKA is shown 

in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 CSKA Design. 

The proposed CSKA contains the sequence of 4-bit Ripple Carry 

Adder (RCA), AOI-OAI logic and the modified incrementation 

block. The table I describes the notations used in proposed work. 

 

Table 1 Notations and descriptions 

 
Symbol Description 

  Full Adder (FA) stage 

  Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) stage 

             Intermediate sum 

             Final sum 

   Level of intermediate results 

       Propagation delay of carry output of FA 

      Propagation delay of skip logic 

     Propagation delay of AND gate 

     Propagation delay of OR gate 

     Propagation delay of AND-OR-Inverter 

logic 

     Propagation delay of OR-AND-Inverter 

logic 

   Delay of critical path 

 

The detailed description of each block and the functions 

performed by using these blocks are as follows: 

3.1 CARRY SKIP ADDER  

The proposed Carry Skip Adder (CSKA) contains N-cascaded 

Ripple Carry Adders in which Full Adders (FA) are included with 

the worst propagation delay during the summation of two N-bit 

numbers. Depends upon the whether RCA or group of RCA in 

propagation mode, the propagation delay also varied in two cases 

as follows: 

Case i: All FAs are in propagation mode 

Let us consider the two N-bit numbers   and  . The 

propagation delay    for this case is defined by,  

                                                                                   (1) 

This equation defines the linear relationship of propagation 

delay with   numbers is called worst case delay.  

Case ii: Group of cascaded FAs in propagation mode 

The carry output of single Full Adder (FA) chain is equal to 

carry input of another FA chain.  

The critical path of each CSKA contains three parts and the 

description about these paths and associated delay is defined as 

follows: 

 The path of the first stage of FA in CSKA  

 The path of intermediate carry skip stage 

 The path of the last stage in FA chain. 

The increase in adder stages will increase the critical path for 

carry propagation. Thereby, the operational speed is less with the 

maximum gate count. To optimize the critical path delay, the 

modification of conventional CSKA Design is provided with the 

carry skip logic, AOI-OAI logic and modified incrementation 

block.    

3.2 AOI-OAI LOGIC 

The replacement of multiplexers with the AND-OR-Inverter 

(AOI) and OR-AND-Inverter (OAI) logic gates that contains 

small number of transistors with the lower delay and power and 

area consumption. The propagation of carry through the skip 

logics is complemented. Hence, the generation of complement of 

carry at the even stages of skip logics. The power consumption by 

AOI-OAI logic is less compared to the conventional Design.  

Due to the presence of the inverting functions in standard cell 

libraries of AOI-OAI, they are utilized instead of multiplexers in 

order to reduce the power and area consumption. The alternative 

utilization of AOI-OAI in such a way that, if one skip logic uses 

AOI, then the next skip logic uses OAI increases the critical path 

delay considerably. This is because of the fact that the CSKA 

with AOI-OAI does not have the capability to bypass the zero 

carry input. To overcome this problem, the zero carry input to the 

RCA is implemented. This implementation leads to no need to 

wait for carry propagation from previous RCA stage and the 

parallel computation of carries effectively reduces the 

unnecessary time consumption.    

3.3 MODIFIED INCREMENTATION BLOCK 

The optimal CSKA contains RCA with an additional block 

called modified incrementation block. The carry input to RCA 

blocks except first RCA is zero which provides the simultaneous 

execution of addition operation. In the proposed structure the first 

block computes the sum and carry and the other blocks are 

simultaneously computes the intermediate results.   

The first stage (0) in proposed Design contains RCA only and 

the stage 1 to Q contains two modules namely, RCA and modified 

incrementation block. The modified incremental block contains 

chain of Half Adders (HA) as shown in fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Incrementation Structure 

The incrementation block produces the number of intermediate 

results up to the level defined by, 

   ∑   
   
                                                           (2) 

The considerable reduction of delay provided with the 

consideration of carry output generated in overall Design rather 

than the carry output of incrementation stage.  

From fig. 2, the carry output of Q
th

 stage      is obtained on the 

basis of intermediate results and carry output of previous stage 

       and the carry output of RCA stage  . If    is one, then 
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    is also one. For   is zero, then check whether the product of 

intermediate results is one, then the output is same as      . 

The implementation of optimal 32-bit CSKA Design using 

DSCH2 software tool and the simulated output is shown in fig. 4.  

3.4 VISUALIZATION OF LAYOUT OF 32-BIT CSKA  

The performance of time and critical path is evaluated using the 

physical description level. The software that is used to design and 

simulate the integrated circuits in physical level is Microwind. 

The unification in schematic entry, extraction of schematic, the 

layout compilation and mixed circuit simulation provided by 

Microwind. The single key based simulation and the command 

based editor in Microwind helps to extract the electrical circuit 

and performed the analog simulation with the voltage and current 

values with the time values.  

The command based visualization of various characteristics of 

nMOS and pMOS achieved in this tool. The changes in size and 

associated parameters changed the voltage and current values. 

Two important tools are used for validation of design. They are 

process simulator and logic cell compiler. Once the fabrication is 

completed, the first one shows the vertical perspective of layout. 

The sophisticated tool that enables the automatic design of CMOS 

circuit. The Verilog based description is provided by using the 

combination of user friendly schematic editor called DSCH with 

the logic simulator.  The rules required for the design and 

fabrication are arranged in the cell. The 3 D visual layout for 

proposed optimal 32 bit Design is shown in fig. 5. 

 

 

  

Fig. 4 Simulated Design 

 

   

  

 

 

  

Fig. 5 3D layout of proposed 32-bit CSKA Design. 
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4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The utilization of modified incrementation module in Carry 

Skip Adder (CSKA) Design reduces the gate count, power and 

delay due to the reduction of delay in critical path. The 

comparative analysis between the proposed optimal 32-bit CSKA 

Design with the conventional CSLA (Dual RCA), modified 

CSLA (with BEC), regular SQRT CSLA and modified SQRT 

CSLA on the parameters of power consumption, gate count and 

area presented to assure the effectiveness. In general, the delay of 

critical path in conventional CSKA structure depends upon the 

delay of carry, and sum output expressed as  

   [        ]  *(
 

 
  )      +  [             

    ]                                                                        (3) 

CRITICAL PATH DELAY  

The proposed Design contains three parts namely, the path of 

the first stage of FA chain, the path of skip logics and the 

incrementation block in last stage. The total critical path delay 

depends upon the delay of each individual parts and expressed as  

   [        ]  [          ]  [(    )         ]                                                                                         

(4) 

The delay of skip logic is computed by taking the average of 

AOI-OAI logic defined by, 

      
         

 
                                                                (5) 

With this modification, the equation (4) is modified as  

   [        ]  *     
         

 
+  [(    )     

    ]                                                                                        (6) 

 

From the equation (3) and (6), the delay of skip logic is 

minimum for the same number of operational stages as 

conventional. Compared to        and    ,      and      are 

small. Hence, the reduction of delay in skip logic reduces the 

delay of overall structure. The table II lists the comparative 

analysis of proposed Design with the conventional structures on 

the parameters of power consumption, area occupation and 

number of gates requirement. The reduction of delay in path 

effectively optimizes these parameters.  

 

Table 2 Comparative Analysis 
Methods Parameters 

Area (   ) Power (mW) Gate count 

Conventional  

(Dual RCA) 

192 95.01   1040 

Modified 

(with BEC) 

141 79.81 809   

Regular  

SQRT (Dual  
RCA) 

129 553 698 

Modified  

SQRT(with  
BEC) 

141 448 762 

Optimal CSKA 

(Proposed) 

25 53.426 136 

 

The comparative analysis of existing and proposed methods 

graphically illustrated in fig. 6. Compared to existing, the 

proposed method provides the minimum gate count, area and 

power consumption due to the gate based modified incremental 

block.  

 
Fig. 6 Comparative analysis.  

5 CONCLUSION 

 This paper addressed the limiting factors of power, area and 

time consumption by the components used in the design of 

processors. The operations performed and the components used in 

DSP processors are more. Hence, the reduction in power, area and 

time in full adder is the necessary process in low power 

applications. Modern DSP processors used the carry chain for 

optimization in carry forwarding path which reduced the delay 

effectively. But, the creation of more number of carriers required 

an additional adder structure. The replacement of multiplexers by 

the Boolean function based gate construction optimized the carry 

forwarding path. Moreover, the employment of carry-skip 

mechanism reduced the number of components required to design 

a 32-bit ripple carry adder. A Microwind- DSCH tool used for the 

creation of layout of 32-bit adder for visualization of carry 

forwarding path and reduction of time required to perform the 

operation effectively. The optimization provided in this paper 

enhanced the operational speed with minimum area occupation 

and power consumption. 
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